
Letters and Sounds

An introduction into how the alphabet 
works for early reading and spelling.



• Phase 1 (ongoing, throughout Foundation Stage)

• Developing children’s speaking and listening skills as a basis for 
sound discrimination. 

• Aspect 1 - General sound discrimination – 1 environmental, 2 instrumental sounds, 3 body percussion
children develop an awareness of the sounds around them and to develop their listening skills. Activities  include going 
on a listening walk, drumming on different items outside and comparing the sounds, playing sounds lotto games and 
making shakers.
Children recognize the sounds made by various instruments. Activities include comparing and matching sound makers, 
playing instruments alongside a story and making loud and quiet sounds. Having an awareness of sounds and rhythms. 
Activities include singing songs and action rhymes, listening to music and developing a sounds vocabulary.
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• Phase 1
Aspect 4 - Rhythm and rhyme
This aspect aims to develop children's appreciation and experiences of rhythm and rhyme in speech. Activities include rhyming
stories, rhyming bingo, clapping out the syllables in words and odd one out games.
Aspect 5 – Alliteration (tongue twisters)
The focus is on initial sounds of words, with activities including I-Spy type games and matching objects which begin with the 
same sound.

Aspect 6 - Voice sounds (onomatopoeia buzz, tick tock, boom)
The aim is to distinguish between different vocal sounds and to begin oral blending and segmenting. Activities include Metal Mike, 
where children feed pictures of objects into a toy robot's mouth and the teacher sounds out the name of the object in a robot
voice /c/-/u/-/p/ cup, with the children joining in.
Aspect 7 - Oral blending and segmenting
Developing oral blending and segmenting skills.
To practise oral blending, the teacher could say some sounds, such as /c/-/u/-/p/ and see whether the children can pick out a cup 
from a group of objects. For segmenting practise, the teacher could hold up an object such as a sock and ask the children which 
sounds they can hear in the word sock.
The activities introduced in Phase 1 are intended to continue throughout the next stages of the children’s phonic lessons, as lots 
of practice is needed before children become confident in their phonic knowledge and skills.
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• Phase 2 The Jolly Phonic action is used to support our 
teaching as a mnemonic (memory tool) The songs are on Youtube
and are learnt in the following order s,a,t,p,i,n this order allows 
for early word building.                           Jolly Phonics

• The letter sounds (phonemes) are short sounds e.g ss,rr,hh,mm
(careful not to include a uh sound at the end)

• Children are taught through daily differentiated group sessions. 
We then ensure the available resources to allow the children 
ample opportunity to apply their skills through their child 
initiated play.  
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=COJdn6sbbsk


• Multisensory approach to teaching.

• Physical games - running to the letters matching the sound made. 
Making large scale movements with wet brushes on dry pavement to 
practise letter formation.

• Sound games – sound buttons and pegs, hiding a letter in a bag, making 
the sound for children to guess or select correct letter. 

• Visual games - using pipe cleaners to bend into letter shapes. Holding 
picture cards making initial letter sound and posting them in a box. 
Using mirrors to look at our mouth shapes and position of our tongue 
when making a sound. 
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• Initially taught orally e.g touch your kn-ee, wiggle your h-i-p-s sound 
talk (robot talk) then using magnetic letters. 

• Blending means to merge the individual phonemes (sounds) together into 
whole words, reading!

• Segmenting is the reverse process of splitting up the whole spoken 
word into individual phonemes (sounds) for spelling!
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• Our English language does however have some words that are tricky and 
don’t follow the phonetic rule.

• Encourage decoding and discuss the difficulties, then explain that this 
is a tricky word and we will have to recognise it by sight e.g. our, who, 
the.

• Children will develop a variety of strategies when reading but it is vital 
that they use their phonic knowledge as their main strength. 

• Using the preceding text and knowledge of the story along with the 
pictures is OK. However, the decoding skills of blending, allows children 
to progress from learning to read to reading to learn.
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• When children begin to write spontaneously, producing spellings 
such “fam” for farm; their attempt is recognised and valued. As 
they progress through the phases, and learn digraphs (two 
letters making one sound e.g. ar) they would be sensitively 
corrected so that incorrect spelling does not to become 
ingrained.

• Phase 3
• Children are taught diagraphs (two letters making one sound) e.g

sh-fish, ch-chop, th-that, ai-rain, ee-meet, oa-boat
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Mathematics

Do Maths Together Every Day - Maths is everywhere helping your 

child get dressed, baking together, going to the shops, singing counting 

songs, building with blocks are all opportunities to do maths. 



Number Recognition - Recognising numbers is one of the most important 

early steps for maths. Spot numbers with your child, on buses, front doors, 

price tags, on the back of footballers shirts. Can they recognise the shape of 

the numerals? E.g. number 7 is straight, number 8 has curves. This is an 

important skill for them to begin to represent numbers with marks and 

eventually write the digits 0—9 correctly.

Counting Up and Down - Counting is important for understanding number 

names and order. Use songs and rhymes to practice counting. Count together 

as you walk up and down stairs. Ask your child to pretend to be a rocket and 

count down. 
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Ordering Numbers - Take any opportunity you get to jumble up numbers and 

ask your child to put them back in the right order. Stick some labels on ten toy 

cars and number them 1-10. Draw ten parking spaces in a line on some paper 

and see if your child can park the cars in the right order. 

Matching - This is 1:1 correspondence, it means an object corresponds to 

another object, or an object is matched to a number. This skill helps young 

children when they come to simple addition and subtraction because they can 

already recognise that “4” means 4 things or objects and that they have to 

count to 4. Ask your child to give you a certain number of toys. Build a tower of 

ten cups and count them up as you build. This will help your child under-stand 

numbers have value. 
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Grouping/Sorting - It is a very simple concept for children to pick up. 

Ask your child to sort their toys into different colours or shapes. They 

can tell you how many are in each group. Which group has more or 

less things in it? Count them together to check. Can your child 

recognising groups of 1,2,3 objects and knowing that a number 
identifies how many are in a group. Placing objects along a number 
line.

Look for opportunities to talk about quantity, children need to hear 
the vocabulary of quantity such as: lots, few, more, less, more than, 
less than, fewer, fewer than, lots of, many, the same as. 
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Estimating and Learning About Quantities - Children love guessing games, 

they naturally learn how to estimate, thus allowing them to make judgements 

and understand the idea of “too much” or “too little”. Ask your child to guess 

how many toys are in a bag, or biscuits are in a jar, then ask them to count 

them to see whether they are right. 

Ordinal Numbers - Ordinal numbers are words that describe an ordered 
sequence, such as “first”, “second” and “third”. Understanding them helps 
children to structure their day and means that they can follow instructions 
in the right sequence. Have a race with toy cars and ask your child “which 
car was first?” then “which car was second?”, “which car was third?” and so 
on. Talk about your favourite food or colour together. What would be their 
first choice? What about second and third choices? 
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• One More, One Less - Leads to simple addition and subtraction. Using 

number lines ask your child to pick a number and quiz them on which 

numbers come before and after the one they have chosen. Think of a 

number and ask your child to guess your secret number. Tell them, for 

example, your secret number is “one more than 6” or “one less than eight.” 

Play shops with a basket and only 5 items ask lots of questions (use 

mathematical language, add two apples to your shopping) 

• Number Bonds To Ten - Number bonds are also referred to as “number 

pairs” and are basically just pairs of numbers that add up to a given number, 

such as 10. For example, 5 + 5, 6 + 4 and 7 + 3 are all number bonds that 

make 10. Children learn these to help them understand the relationships 

between numbers. 
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Shapes - Shapes are everywhere and they are one of the first things 

children learn. Why are they important? Simply put, they help us make 

sense of the world around us. Look around the house/room for shapes 

that are like a circle, square, rectangle or triangle. You could play Air 

Shapes – draw the shape in the air and see if you child can guess what 

it is. An alternative could be to draw the shapes in the sand at the 

beach, or in the mud at the park. As your child grasps the basic shapes, 

introduce them to more complex ones such as 3D shapes and shape 

names, through building blocks, cereal boxes an ice-cream cone. 

Shape Space and 
Measure



Mathematical Language (Time, Money, Measure) - Mathematical language is 

all around children – words and expressions such as “bigger”, “smaller”, 

“shorter”, “taller”, “more than”, “less than”, “beside”, “above”, “below”, “heavy”, 

“light”, etc. Using a variety of vocabulary helps children to develop a wide range 

of language and gain more confidence in the process. The great thing with 

mathematical language – which also illustrates how important it is – is that you 

can play games using it wherever you go! At the shops you can play guessing 

games – which bag is the heaviest/lightest, which lettuce is bigger, and so on. 

When out for a walk, you can ask your child out of two cars, which is smaller; if 

you see a cat and dog, which is shorter; when colouring with crayons, which is 

the longest crayon? Once you start thinking about how you can incorporate 

mathematical language into your day-to-day activities there are endless 

possibilities. 
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Using Maths To Solve Practical Problems - Once children have a good 

understanding of numbers and counting they can start to use maths to solve 

practical problems – and apply their thinking to the real world! This is where 

they will cement their knowledge, as well as realising the usefulness of what 

they’ve learnt, building enthusiasm which will remain with them when learning 

about other subjects. Ask them how many cups of water they think it would take 

to fill a particular jug, or how many marbles will fit in this jar. When getting ready 

to go out you can make use of ordinal numbers: “First we put on our shoes, 

then second we put on our jacket, “what next? will our hats be the fourth or 

third thing we put on?” 

Problem Solving



Mathletics is designed to provide students with a captivating and 
safe learning experience. Our not-so-secret formula combines 
targeted and adaptive curriculum content, structured and 
interactive support, with engaging gaming and rewards – all aligned 
to the requirements of the UK’s key primary maths curriculum.

Questions


